Introduction
The auxiliary material contains four figures. Figure S1 provides an additional example of atmospheric correction (similarly to Figure 1 in the paper). Figure  S2 provides a comparison of local phase/elevation ratio between data shown in Figure 1 and ERA-I. Figure S3 provides quantification of the fringe rate reduction due to the atmospheric correction. Figure S4 provides an example of the orbital contribution estimated jointly with an empirical atmospheric correction and the orbital contribution estimated after the ERA-I derived correction.
1. 2011gl048757-fs01.eps Figure S1 . Same as Figure 1 Local phase/elevation ratio on the corresponding stratified delay map predicted by ERA-I. Ratios are estimated on a 10*10 km-square sliding window.
3. 2011gl048757-fs03.eps Figure S3 . Absolute values of average local phase/elevation ratios for wrapped interferograms in the Himalayan area, before correction (black), after correction with ERA-I delay map (red). Interferograms are sorted by increasing temporal baselines. The black arrow indicates the example shown in Fig.3. 4. 2011gl048757-fs04.eps Figure S4 . a. Residual orbital ramp estimated on the interferogram of Figure 1 corrected with the 2D ERA-I delay prediction. b. Residual orbital ramp estimated by a joint inversion of a linear phase/elevation relationship and orbital residuals. The inferred orbital contribution is lower when correction of the atmospheric phase delay predicted by ERA-I is made. Furthermore, orbital ramps are likely to result in an azimuth-parallel warped plane, which is not the case when jointly estimated with a linear phase/elevation relationship, suggesting that atmospheric and orbital contributions are not well separated in the empirical correction. Empirical estimation of an homogeneous phase/elevation linear relationship on the scene lead to underestimate delay at some places, which is compensated by unreasonnably high orbital contribution. Estimation of the tectonic signal, which makes a much smaller contribution to the interferometric phase, is therefore most likely biased using this approach. 
